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TODAY’S SOCIOTECHNICAL SYSTEMS ARE COMPLEX!
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WHAT’S WRONG WITH CURRENT APPROACHES?

Without considering the operator’s process model in 
the actual operational context, we can fall victim to: 

 “Root cause seduction” – it’s appealing to find a 
single root cause that can be easily changed, but it’s 
not going to fix underlying systemic problems!

 Hindsight bias – tendency to see what “could” or 
“should” have been done after the fact.

STPA helps us avoid these common pitfalls.



THE CHANGING ROLE OF HUMAN OPERATORS

 Many tasks now involve supervisory control of 
automation, or human-machine collaboration

 Operators may be required to monitor more 
information with less direct interaction with 
the controlled process

 As system complexity increases, so do risks for 
mode confusion and automation surprises

 Operator’s actions are driven by mental models
of the controlled process and environment



WHY WE NEED AN EXTENSION

While STPA is 
well-suited to 
studying issues of 
human-automation 
interaction, it does 
not yet provide 
specific guidance in 
this area!



HUMAN ENGINEERING EXTENSION

(Thomas & France, 2016)



STPA – ENGINEERING FOR HUMANS EXTENSION

 Define system accidents and hazards

 Draw the safety control structure 

 Write Unsafe Control Actions (UCAs) 

 Write scenarios as usual for control actions 
performed by software controllers

 Write scenarios for actions performed by the 
human operator, using the new Human 
Controller Model for guiudance

Traditional ST
PA

N
EW



A NEW MODEL FOR HUMAN CONTROLLERS

Provides an alternative to the 
existing controller model 
which is better suited for 

software controllers

(Thomas & France, 2016)



Software 
Controller

TREAT SOFTWARE AND HUMANS DIFFERENTLY



Human 
Controller

TREAT SOFTWARE AND HUMANS DIFFERENTLY



CONTROL ACTION SELECTION
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Control Action Selection

 What were the operator’s goals?

 What alternatives was the operator choosing between? 

 How automatic or novel was the behavior? 

 How might the operator’s mental models affect their decision? 

 What external factors (eg. time pressure) might affect their decision?

How did the operator choose 
which control action to perform? 



MENTAL MODELS

Mental Model of Process State

 Beliefs about modes and mode changes

 Believes about the current process stage, for processes with multiple stages

 Beliefs about system variables (eg. true/false)
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Process State

Process Behavior

Environment

Mental Models

“Small-scale models of external reality”
– Kenneth Craik, 1943

Mental models are partial representations.

• Information may be purposefully omitted
• “Unknowns” may be known or unknown
• Information may be incorrect or outdated

What does the operator 
believe about the system?



MENTAL MODELS

Mental Model of Process Behavior

 Beliefs about what the system can do

 Beliefs about how the system will behave in a 
particular mode or stage of operation

 Beliefs about if-then relationships between 
operator input and system output
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Process State

Process Behavior

Environment

Mental Models

Mental Model of the Environment

 Changes in environmental conditions

 Familiar or unfamiliar environments

 State and behavior of other controllers  

 Social and organizational relationships

What does the operator 
believe about the system?



MENTAL MODEL UPDATES
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Mental Model Updates (and Initial Formation!)

 Consider initial formation of mental model vs. later updates

 Consider non-feedback inputs such as training programs and documentation 

 Consider whether input/feedback was observed (salience, expectations)

 Consider whether input/feedback was correctly perceived & interpreted

How did the operator come to 
have their current beliefs?



ABBREVIATIONS TO LINK MODEL TO SCENARIOS
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Control Action 
Selection

(S)

Mental Model  
Updates

(U)

Process State 
(PS)

Process Behavior
(PB)

Environment
(E)

Mental ModelsHuman Controller

Sensory
Inputs

Control 
Actions

Sensory 
Feedback 
& Inputs



BENEFITS

 The new Engineering for Humans approach is 
simple to apply, and each part of the new model 
provides important insight into human behavior

 It provides additional guidance for STPA, and 
can be used early in the design process

 Most importantly, it fits well into existing processes 
and provides a “common language” for 
engineers to discuss issues across disciplines
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RAIL EXAMPLE
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RAILROAD CROSSING EXAMPLE

Accidents A1:  A car and train collide at a railroad crossing.

Hazards H1:  A car is stopped in the path of a train.
H2:  A car is moving in front of the path of a train.



SAFETY CONTROL STRUCTURE [SIMPLIFIED]

Driver (Car)

Railroad Crossing

Gate
Flashing lights
Bell

Go
Stop

Engineer (Train)
Horn

Clear signal
Stop signal
Restrictions

Go
Stop

Slow down



DRIVER UNSAFE CONTROL ACTIONS

Control
Action

Applying 
causes Hazard

Not applying 
causes hazard

Wrong 
timing or 
order

Stopped too 
soon or applied 
too long

Stop UCA-1: Driver 
stops over the 
tracks when a train 
is approaching. [H1] 

UCA-2: Driver does 
not stop before the 
crossing when a train 
is approaching.  [H2]

- -

Reminder-
H1:  A car is stopped in the path of a train.
H2:  A car is moving in front of the path of a train.



New model gives us additional information to consider… 

DEVELOPING CAUSAL SCENARIOS



Driver decides to 
cross intersection 
because he is in a 

hurry & believes it is 
safe (but gets stuck 

on track).

Driver is familiar with 
gated crossings & 
did not notice this 
crossing has no gate. 

UCA-1: Driver stops over the tracks when a train is approaching. [H1] 

Driver incorrectly believes there is no 
train / it is safe to cross (PS),

Because a gate would come down if it 
were not safe (PB).

Driver is at an intersection in traffic (E).

Sensory 
Feedback 
& Inputs

DEVELOPING CAUSAL SCENARIOS



Driver decides 
to go around the 

gate, believing 
the risk is low.

Driver has waited for 
gates in the past 
when no train was 
coming.

Driver knows that gates sometimes 
come down when there is no train (PB).

Driver believes there is no train (PS).

Sensory 
Feedback 
& Inputs

DEVELOPING CAUSAL SCENARIOS

UCA-2: Driver does not stop before the crossing when a train is approaching.  [H2]



AVIATION EXAMPLE
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ACCIDENTS AND HAZARDS

 A-1: Aircraft collision with terrain

 H-1: Loss of lift during flight

 H-1.1: Angle of attack (pitch) is too great

 H-1.2: Aircraft speed is too low



Pilot

Autopilot / Auto Thrust

Flight Control System / FADEC

Pitch
Roll
Yaw

Thrust

Pitch
Roll
Yaw
Speed
Altitude

Airplane

Pitch
Roll
Yaw

Thrust

Pitch
Roll
Yaw
Thrust

Pitch, Roll,
Yaw,  Thrust

Speed
Altitude
Heading

Speed
Heading
Altitude

Status

Pressure

Pitot Tubes



UCAS– PITCH CONTROL

Control 
Action

Not Provided Provided Too Late / 
Too Soon 
/ Wrong 
Order

Stopped too soon / Applied 
too long

Increase 
Pitch

Pilot does not increase pitch 
when aircraft is at risk of 
collision with terrain.

Pilot increases pitch 
while the aircraft is in 
a stall.

- Pilot increases pitch, but stops 
too soon before reaching the 
target pitch.

Pilot continues to increase 
pitch too long when doing so 
exceeds the safe flight 
envelope.



UCA: PILOT INCREASES PITCH WHILE THE 
AIRCRAFT IS IN A STALL.

UCA-2: Pilot 
increases pitch 

while the aircraft 
is in a stall.

Goal: Climb to where 
manual control will be 
easier

Believes aircraft is 
operating under 
normal law;
Believes aircraft is 
not in a stall

Believes normal law 
flight envelope 
protections will 
prevent unsafe inputs

Autopilot 
disconnected
Unreliable speed 
indicators
Turbulence

Training scenarios do 
not adequately cover 
high altitude stall 
risks and recovery, so 
pilots do not 
recognize signs Climbing will lead to 

clearer skies



UCAS– SPEED CONTROL

Control 
Action

Not Provided Provided Too Late / 
Too Soon / 
Wrong 
Order

Stopped 
too soon / 
Applied too 
long

Decrease 
Speed

Pilot does not decrease speed 
when aircraft is in an 
overspeed condition.

Pilot decreases speed 
while the aircraft is in a 
stall.

- -



UCA: PILOT DECREASES SPEED WHILE THE 
AIRCRAFT IS IN A STALL.

Pilot 
decreases 

speed

Goal: prevent damage 
to aircraft by returning 
to a safe speed

Believes aircraft 
is in an 
overspeed, not a 
stall

Believes stall warnings 
are erroneous

Aerodynamic noise
Aircraft buffeting
No speed 
indicators

Interprets buffeting 
& noise as signs of 
an overspeed 
condition, since 
overspeed is an 
emphasized riskUnaware of 

true speed



CONCLUSION

 New extension is effective, offers benefits of STPA plus new guidance

 Can be used to examine pilot interactions with cockpit automation

 Captures hazardous interactions including those involved in Air France 447 crash



AUTOMATED PARKING ASSIST (APA)



AUTOMATED PARKING

 Nissan Intelligent Park Assist

 Mercedes Active Parking Assist

 BMW Parking Assistant

 Ford Active Park Assist

 Toyota Intelligent Park Assist

 Audi Automatic Parking

 Jaguar Enhanced Parking Assist

 Hyundai Advanced Parking Assistance
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AUTOMATED PARKING



ACCIDENTS AND HAZARDS
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System Level Accidents

A-1 Death, injury, or property damage resulting from a collision with a person, vehicle, object, or 
terrain.

A-2 Injury or property damage occurring within the vehicle, without a collision. 

A-3 Loss of customer satisfaction with automated parking, without injury or property damage.

System Level Hazards
H-1 The vehicle does not maintain a safe minimum distance between itself and obstacles such as 

pedestrians, vehicles, objects, and terrain. [A-1]

H-2 Occupants or cargo are subjected to sudden high forces that may result in injury or property 
damage. [A-2]

H-3 The vehicle parks inappropriately, either in an unsuitable space (e.g. blocking a fire hydrant) or in 
violation of parking guidelines (e.g. excessively far from the curb). [A-3]



HIGH-LEVEL CONTROL STRUCTURE

Operator

APA computer

Vehicle

Brake
Accelerate
Steer
Select range
Directional signal

Enable auto park mode
Disable auto park mode

Vehicle speed/position
Steering angle
Directional signal
Range
Proximity

Steer
Brake

Park mode enabled/disabled
Instructions (stop, shift, etc.)
Status (spot found, parking finished, 
etc.)

Rear view camera
Path prediction
Proximity (Beep/tone)
Vehicle speed



DETAILED CONTROL STRUCTURE

Driver

Vehicle

Controllers

Parking Automation

Enabled/disabled status 
Parking maneuver status 
Rear camera / Path prediction
Proximity alerts
Instructions to take over

Speed
Gear

Vehicle speed
Position 
Proximity

Enable/Disable APA
Directional Signal

Steering angle
Throttle input
Braking input
Gear selection

Steering angle 
Brake status
Throttle status
Gear position
Override(s)

Steering angle
Throttle input
Braking input
Gear selection

EPSBrake Module PCM

Steering angle
Throttle input
Braking input

Gear selection

Steering angle 
Brake status
Throttle status
Gear position
Override(s)

Environment & 
Other Drivers

SensorsActuators

Environmental 
conditions and 

influences
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KEY ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT OUR SYSTEM

 The automation is capable of steering, braking, shifting, and 
accelerating.

 The driver is expected to monitor the system to respond to 
unexpected events and obstacles.

 The driver may temporarily override the APA computer’s actions 
by braking or accelerating for short periods of time.

 If the driver 

 grabs the wheel

 accelerates above a given maximum speed

 brakes for more than 2 seconds

 or presses the APA button

the automation will be fully disabled.



UNSAFE CONTROL ACTIONS
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Control 
Action

Not Providing Causes 
Hazard

Providing Causes Hazard Incorrect Timing/ 
Order

Stopped Too Soon / 
Applied Too Long

Brake 
(Driver)

UCA 2b-33: Driver 
does not brake when 
APA is disabled and the 
vehicle is on a collision 
path. 
[H-1]

UCA 2b-34: Driver 
does not brake when 
APA is enabled and the 
APA computer does 
not react appropriately 
to an obstacle.
[H-1]

UCA 2b-35: Driver provides 
insufficient brake command 
when APA computer does 
not react appropriately to the 
obstacle.
[H-1]

UCA 2b-36: Driver provides 
too much brake when doing 
so puts other traffic on 
collision course or causes 
passenger injury.
[H-2]

UCA 2b-37: Driver 
waits too long to 
brake after the 
automation does not 
react appropriately to 
an obstacle.
[H-1]

UCA 2b-38: Driver 
brakes too early 
before braking is 
needed, putting the 
vehicle on a collision 
path.
[H-1]

UCA 2b-39: Driver 
continues override 
braking for too long and 
disables automation 
when doing so puts the 
vehicle on a collision 
path.
[H-1]

UCA 2b-40: Driver does 
not brake for long 
enough to avoid 
collision when 
automation is not 
reacting appropriately to 
an obstacle.
[H-1]



CAUSAL SCENARIOS USING NEW EXTENSION

UCA: Driver does not brake for an obstacle when the APA computer 
does not react appropriately to the obstacle. 

Scenario:  The driver does not brake for the obstacle because the driver 
incorrectly believes that the computer detects and will brake for the obstacle ahead. 
This belief stems from past experience in which she has seen the computer apply 
the brakes to avoid hitting other parked vehicles. She does not receive any feedback 
that the computer is unaware of the obstacle. 
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CAUSAL SCENARIOS USING NEW EXTENSION

UCA: Driver does not brake for an obstacle when the APA computer 
does not react appropriately to the obstacle.
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CAUSAL SCENARIOS USING NEW EXTENSION

UCA: Driver does not brake for an obstacle when the APA computer 
does not react appropriately to the obstacle. 



CAUSAL SCENARIOS USING NEW EXTENSION

UCA:  Driver stops providing steering commands after initially disabling 
the automation.

Scenario: The driver acts on the assumption that he does not need to steer when 
autopark is enabled, and he incorrectly believes it is still enabled because he did not 
notice or understand the indicator that it disabled. He had grabbed the steering 
wheel to swerve around a small obstacle and incorrectly assumed this would result 
in a temporary override because he knows that braking can cause temporary 
overrides and assumes steering can do the same. 
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CAUSAL SCENARIOS USING NEW EXTENSION
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UCA:  Driver stops providing steering commands after initially 
disabling the automation.
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Control Action 
Selection

(S)

Mental Model  
Updates

(U)

Process State 
(PS)

Process Behavior
(PB)

Environment
(E)

Mental ModelsHuman Controller

Sensory
Inputs

Control 
Actions Sensory 

Feedback 
& Inputs

Questions and Discussion
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